its 85 ft. high fence running for 240 yards on either side of the fairway. This fence, built at a cost of $10,000, is the highest fence in the world.

A spacious, lighted putting green adjoins the front of the clubhouse. Patrons may practice day or night.

The physical conditioning department is equipped with a tile steam room, tile shower room, electric cabinet, ultra-violet ray health lamps and infra-red lights. A trained masseur and conditioner is on duty at all times. Two large banquet rooms and dance floors are located in the upper portion of the clubhouse.

Lloyd has recently completed a 92 unit apartment house, overlooking the golf course, at a cost of $500,000.

University of Mexico Opens New Golf Course

UNIVERSITY of New Mexico at Albuquerque opened the first 9 holes of its new golf course June 12. The second 9 will be completed by early fall. J. C. MacGregor, is business mgr., Wm. H. Tucker, greenkeeper and Lewis M. Martin, pro of the attractive establishment which is available for play not only by students and faculty of the University but by citizens of Albuquerque.

The course was begun by the University and the WPA in the early summer of 1941. It has 120 acres not far from the geographical center of the city. Wm. H. Tucker, sr., well known architect, designed the course, supervised its construction and remains as its greenkeeper.

In addition to WPA funds, the course financing was done by revenue bonds to be retired from net operating profits of the course.

A temporary clubhouse is provided, as construction of a very attractive adobe clubhouse of characteristic regional design was postponed by the war.

Water for the course is supplied by the University's Water Supply Project.Considerable water will be required by the course. The turf problem in this part of the country begins with dense soil that required fine cinders and manure in preparation of fairway seedbed.

Green fees for the first 9 holes are 25c week days and 35c Saturday, Sunday and Holidays. Annual memberships are sold for $25 (Fed. tax included). Monthly individual membership is sold to men of the Army Air Base for $3 (Fed. tax included).